
JACQUELINE PRICE

Hi, my name is Jac and I’m a second year Politics, Philosophy and Economics student running for Arc Board in
2021. I’m eager to create tangible changes to improve UNSW’s inclusivity on campus as now more than ever I
see the importance of a strong and welcoming student life on campus.

After experiencing my first year of university predominantly at home due to COVID, I understand the
importance of an active student life. It is therefore a priority of mine to create the best university experience
possible through increasing engagement with clubs and campus opportunities.

I have been fortunate enough to currently hold an executive role in one of UNSW’s clubs and through that have
gained experience in fostering inclusive environments for students and creating a space where students can
celebrate diversity. Students deserve to have their voices heard, and I aim to drive this change through Arc
Board.



Q&A



WHAT IS YOUR VISION FOR ARC?

As most of us return back to some degree of normality this year, never has it been more

important for the diverse interests of the student body to be fairly represented. It is therefore my

vision that Arc acts as a body that continuously advocates and promotes the best interests of

students. With the inclusion of student voices in decision-making, Arc has an important role to

promote diversity and inclusivity through clubs, volunteering, or events. I want to create a

network where students can feel confident in finding adequate support services that can

contribute to an overall improvement in student wellbeing.



WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO BE A STUDENT LEADER, AND WHAT DO 
YOU HOPE TO ACHIEVE BY BEING ON THE ARC BOARD?

It is an incredibly important and humbling experience being a student leader as it is an opportunity to

create long-term, tangible changes to the student experience. In particular, I hope to further facilitate

student engagement both online and on campus through fostering a sense of community within both

these spaces - underscoring my larger goal of creating an inclusive and welcoming environment. I will

also aim to increase the availability and accessibility of various support services to ensure there is

adequate assistance for students learning remotely, overseas, or on campus, and include student

voices in decision-making.



WHY IS ARC IMPORTANT TO YOU?

In the time I've been at UNSW, Arc has provided me with the opportunity to get involved in

uni life. I have been able to participate in clubs and activities that I genuinely enjoy and

through this have been able to meet new people and create new friendships. Essentially, Arc

has been at the centre of my time at UNSW and I would love for other students to share a

similar experience. Whether you're a first year or writing a PHD, I think it’s incredibly

important for Arc to continue delivering policies and programs that support the best student

experience for all.


